First World War Centenary Cathedral Repairs Fund 2014-2018

The First World War Centenary Cathedral Repairs Fund is now closed

What was the Fund for?
The Fund had three objectives:

- To carry out necessary repair works to the fabric of the listed Anglican and Catholic cathedral churches in England
- To carry out repairs to prevent further deterioration of the fabric of the listed buildings
- To ensure the listed buildings were in a good and safe state of repair in order to host events commemorating the First World War

Who could apply?
The Fund was open to any listed Anglican or Catholic cathedral in England. Applications were for a minimum of £10,000.

There was no maximum grant, but grants of more than £500,000 were exceptional.

How were applications assessed?
Applications for grants were assessed by an independent expert panel using the following criteria:

- Necessity of the repair and consideration of the further damage that might be caused by delay
- The heritage significance of the listed building
- Financial need

Independent evaluation
The independent evaluation of the fund was published on 17 July 2018.
Who was awarded grants?

Grants were awarded to 57 cathedrals in England: 41 Church of England and 16 Catholic.

As part of the independent evaluation, individual summaries were produced of each of the 130 funded projects.
Documents

- WW1 Grant - Arundel Catholic Cathedral (1.17 MB)
- WW1 Grant - Birmingham Cathedral (669.37 KB)
- WW1 Grant - Birmingham Catholic Cathedral (502.22 KB)
- WW1 Grant - Blackburn Cathedral (1008.73 KB)
- WW1 Grant - Bradford Cathedral (2.26 MB)
- WW1 Grant - Bristol Cathedral (532.5 KB)
- WW1 Grant - Canterbury Cathedral (1.02 MB)
- WW1 Grant - Carlisle Cathedral (994.23 KB)
- WW1 Grant - Chelmsford Cathedral (1.05 MB)
- WW1 Grant - Chester Cathedral (1.81 MB)
- WW1 Grant - Chichester Cathedral (2.74 MB)
- WW1 Grant - Clifton Catholic Cathedral (1.14 MB)
- WW1 Grant - Coventry Cathedral (1.79 MB)
- WW1 Grant - Derby Cathedral (1.58 MB)
- WW1 Grant - Durham Cathedral (766.73 KB)
- WW1 Grant - Ely Cathedral (2.01 MB)
- WW1 Grant - Exeter Cathedral (3.32 MB)
- WW1 Grant - Gloucester Cathedral (1.73 MB)
- WW1 Grant - Guildford Cathedral (1.35 MB)
- WW1 Grant - Hereford Cathedral (1.75 MB)
- WW1 Grant - Lancaster Catholic Cathedral (538.75 KB)
- WW1 Grant - Leicester Cathedral (1.29 MB)
- WW1 Grant - Lichfield Cathedral (1.24 MB)
- WW1 Grant - Lincoln Cathedral (1.65 MB)
- WW1 Grant - Liverpool Cathedral (939.42 KB)
- WW1 Grant - Liverpool Catholic Cathedral (1.85 MB)
- WW1 Grant - Manchester Cathedral (1.21 MB)
- WW1 Grant - Newcastle Cathedral (1.12 MB)
- WW1 Grant - Newcastle Catholic Cathedral (580.91 KB)
- WW1 Grant - Northampton Catholic Cathedral (555.5 KB)
- WW1 Grant - Norwich Cathedral (1.74 MB)
- WW1 Grant - Norwich Catholic Cathedral (625.91 KB)
- WW1 Grant - Nottingham Catholic Cathedral (1.22 MB)
- WW1 Grant - Peterborough Cathedral (2.62 MB)
Also of interest

The Cathedral Fabric Commission for England

Find out what we do and how we can help

Advice and guidance

From new art to liturgical plans
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